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Abstract
Quantity and price risks determine key uncertainties market participants face in
electricity markets with increased volatility, for instance due to high shares of
renewables. In the time from day-ahead until real-time, there lies a large variation in
best available information, such as between forecasts and realizations of uncertain
parameters like renewable feed-in and electricity prices. This uncertainty reflects on
both the market outcomes and the quantity of renewable generation, making the
determination of sound trading strategies across different market segments a complex
task. The scope of the paper is to optimize day-ahead and intraday trading decisions
jointly for a portfolio with controllable and volatile renewable generation under
consideration of risk. We include a reserve market, a day-ahead market and an
intraday market in stochastic modeling and develop a multi-stage stochastic Mixed
Integer Linear Program. We assess the profitability as well as the risk exposure,
quantified by the conditional value at risk metric, of trading strategies following different
risk preferences. We conclude that a risk-neutral trader mainly relies on the opportunity
of higher expected profits in intraday trading, whereas risk can be hedged effectively by
trading on the day-ahead. Finally, we show that reserve market participation implies
various rationales, including the relation of expected reserve prices among each other,
the relation of expected reserve prices to spot market prices, as well as the relation of
the spot market prices among each other.
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Quantity and price risks determine key uncertainties market participants face in electricity
markets with increased volatility, for instance due to high shares of renewables. In the time from
day-ahead until real-time, there lies a large variation in best available information, such as between
forecasts and realizations of uncertain parameters like renewable feed-in and electricity prices. This
uncertainty reflects on both the market outcomes and the quantity of renewable generation, making
the determination of sound trading strategies across different market segments a complex task.
The scope of the paper is to optimize day-ahead and intraday trading decisions jointly for a portfolio
with controllable and volatile renewable generation under consideration of risk. We include a reserve
market, a day-ahead market and an intraday market in stochastic modeling and develop a multi-
stage stochastic Mixed Integer Linear Program. We assess the profitability as well as the risk
exposure, quantified by the conditional value at risk metric, of trading strategies following different
risk preferences. We conclude that a risk-neutral trader mainly relies on the opportunity of higher
expected profits in intraday trading, whereas risk can be hedged effectively by trading on the day-
ahead. Finally, we show that reserve market participation implies various rationales, including the
relation of expected reserve prices among each other, the relation of expected reserve prices to spot
market prices, as well as the relation of the spot market prices among each other.
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1 Introduction
With increasing uncertainties in the energy system in recent years, reserve and spot electricity markets
have been moving towards higher granularity and trading decision times appear to move more and
more to the short-term and even close to real-time. The increasing shares of weather-dependent
volatile renewable generation and the introduction of intraday markets imply many changes in the
design of short-term markets, but also in the trading rationales in sequential market structures and
the risk exposure of individual market participants. The complexity of trading decisions leads to
myriads of possible strategies to bring the flexibility and energy of a power plant portfolio profitably
to the electricity markets. Hereby, not only the market segments themselves are subject to uncertainty,
but also the relationship and interplay of the market segments need to be considered when deriving
trading decisions. Another aspect that is relevant in the course of the energy transition is the actor
structure in the energy sector. As more and more small market participants enter the market, that are
sensitive to risk but unable to develop sophisticated methods, the demand for insights and approaches
to determine sound trading strategies for all market segments increases.
As of today, trading decisions are typically determined with the help of deterministic programming
approaches, basic stochastic considerations as well as the gut feeling of traders, and do not consider
all market segments as a whole. In the literature, there are several studies that highlight the need
to consider different market segments and associated uncertainties in thorough (Boomsma, Juul and
Fleten, 2014; Möst and Keles, 2010, e.g.,). Yet, due to rising shares of renewables from different
sources and market adaptions the relationship and interplay of uncertainties and market prices has
become more complex and continues to do so. This requires to extend existing modeling approaches,
that consider one or a few sources of uncertainty independently from each other, by including the
conditional relations of uncertainties of the relevant parameters, too. (Russo, Kraft, Bertsch and
Keles, 2021)
With the proposed approach, we are able to model the uncertainty of the main drivers of power
plant portfolios economics at different points in time and to determine sound trading strategies under
uncertainty that also take into account the associated risk exposure and attitude. We model the
relevant quantity and price risks from the morning of the day ahead until the gate closure of intraday
trading and include all key characteristics of the reserve market, the day-ahead spot market as well as
the intraday spot market. To estimate and apply the developed models, we provide a case study for
the German electricity market design and a renewable generation portfolio consisting of volatile and
controllable units.
The results consist on the one hand in a transparent assessment of the expected profits and risks under
different trading strategies. In this study, besides the expected value we include risk metrics such as the
conditional value at risk into decision-making, as introduced in Conejo, Carrión and Morales (2010).
We present efficient frontiers and profit distributions associated with optimal trading decisions. On the
other hand, we derive and discuss valuable insights on trading rationales both within and across the
market segments. Like that, we provide not only an innovative application of stochastic programming
to a complex real-world problem, but also interesting insights for scholars, traders, and ultimately
policy makers designing markets for the energy transition.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we discuss approaches in the literature
to face the trading problem with stochastic optimization and further specify the research gap. Section 3
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presents the considered sequential market setting and key characteristics of the single market segments.
In Section 4, we describe the trading problem and develop a methodology to derive optimal trading
strategies based on a multi-stage stochastic mixed-integer linear problem. Further, Section 4 includes
the stochastic modelling of uncertainties that serves as input for the trading problem. Section 5 applies
the developed approach to the case of a power plant portfolio in the German market and discusses
results and underlying trading rationales. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the main conclusions for
different stakeholder groups and provides an outlook to future developments and applications.
2 Literature Review and Research Gap
Decisions in energy economics are often categorized into strategic (i.e., mostly investment) and oper-
ational or short-term decisions. This paper sets a clear focus on short-term decisions. Optimization
approaches to provide decision support for short-term decisions of actors in energy economics can
be further distinguished into the optimal use of the technical units and the optimal interaction with
revenue streams, i.e. the markets for flexibility and energy. As this paper focuses on the European
setting of a self-dispatch system with balancing responsible parties (BRP), we will not address ISO
optimization approaches, which are deployed mainly in the US (e.g., CAISO in California). We are
focusing on approaches from the perspective of individuals.
In the literature, the two short-term optimization problems that are relevant for this paper are, the
optimal dispatch problem or unit commitment problem for a power plant portfolio, and the optimal
trading problem. However, in most cases these two cannot be separated strictly from each other.
Whereas the first describes the problem of delivering a defined schedule of energy or providing a de-
fined flexibility on activation request at minimal cost, the second enhances the scope by taking into
account the (expected) market outcomes and optimizing the bids, which lead to the profit-maximizing
operation. As the objective function is defined to maximize the contribution margins and as the mar-
ket commitments are not known ex ante, the unit commitment problem is not modeled explicitly but
implicitly. Whereas unit commitment rather focuses on technical constraints of the plant or the plant
portfolio, the trading problem rather addresses the market operations in more detail.
Obviously, there are many previous works considering the deterministic unit commitment and trad-
ing problem. Typically, although technical constraints are non-linear in reality (e.g. efficiency for
partial load), the problem is formulated as a Mixed-Integer Linear Program (MILP) to keep the
problem mathematically tractable with standard solvers. However, deterministic approaches fail to
address for increasing uncertainty and to depict the risk, even more so with rising shares of weather-
dependent renewable generation and uncertain market prices. We therefore focus on approaches of
stochastic programming. For handling uncertainty, the main stochastic optimization approaches in-
clude exact solution methods and approximation techniques (see, e.g., Birge and Louveaux, 2011, for
an overview). Zheng, Wang and Liu (2015) provide a review of stochastic optimization approaches for
the unit commitment problem and distinguish between stochastic programming, robust programming
and (approximate) stochastic dynamic programming. For the literature overview to remain concise,
at this point we focus on works that apply stochastic programming approaches to electricity market
bidding in sequential market settings and refer to Möst and Keles (2010), Klaboe and Fosso (2013),
and Zheng et al. (2015) for more thorough reviews of stochastic modelling in energy economics.
Fleten and Kristoffersen (2007) deploy stochastic programming to determine optimal bidding strategies
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for hydropower plants with a cascade structure. Boomsma et al. (2014) model coordinated bidding in
electricity spot and balancing power markets in the Nordic market design with the help of a multi-stage
stochastic program and compare the risk exposure of different bidding strategies. Ottesen, Tomas-
gard and Fleten (2018) deploy a multi-stage stochastic program to derive an optimal trading strategy
for a portfolio of demand side management units in three market segments: Starting with an option
market that is cleared for an entire week, followed by a daily spot market and an hourly flexibility
market, the trader faces three possible revenue streams with uncertain prices as in the Nordic mar-
ket design. Klæboe, Braathen, Eriksrud and Fleten (2019) continue the investigation of coordinated
bidding strategies for hydropower plants in the Nordic market with a similar multi-stage stochastic
approach.
Plazas, Conejo and Prieto (2005) deploy the case of the Spanish market design to investigate bid-
ding strategies in three market segments of the electricity, aiming at maximizing the expected profit.
Pandžić, Morales, Conejo and Kuzle (2013) formulate a multi-stage stochastic problem for offering
and operating a virtual power plant in a market setting with spot and balancing market. For the
perspective of the operator of a local energy market, Laur, Nieto-Martin, Bunn and Vicente-Pastor
(2018) present a multi-stage stochastic approach to procure flexibility services in distribution network
and discuss risk implications.
This paper stands in line and pursuits similar ideas with the presented papers, although we face a
significantly different problem structure. The existing studies do not match the structure of short-
term electricity markets and all their relevant design elements that we observe in a real-world market
setting as presented in Section 3. For this reason, the study fills this gap by presenting a comprehen-
sive problem description for the trading decisions of a portfolio manager with volatile and controllable
renewables and applies it to the case of the German market design. Furthermore, we cover the entire
market risk and uncertainties such a portfolio faces in the operations on the short-term markets.
We address these by considering a multi-stage stochastic approach for trading in sequential markets
including different temporal resolutions, pay-as-bid and uniform pricing, and high uncertainty of prices
and volumes stemming from various sources. The German balancing reserve market in particular is
known for hardly explainable prices, supposedly due to a high market concentration. In the past,
the design of and actor structure in the reserve markets often led to undesirable and noncompetitive
results. Therefore it has been adapted several times in recent years. Several studies deal with these
issues and present implications for the development of the market (Ocker and Ehrhart, 2017; Kraft,
Keles and Fichtner, 2018, see, e.g.,). We refer to Ocker, Ehrhart and Ott (2018) and Kraft, Ocker,
Keles and Fichtner (2019) for in-depth analyses of incentives and game-theoretical discussions of the
market design.
Further, the need to consider a stochastic approach for trading in sequential markets becomes in-
creasingly important in contexts with rising shares of renewables and increasing uncertainty in spot
markets. Forecast errors on the day-ahead are unavoidable and lead to significant price and quan-
tity risks for any market participant. Addressing these adequately in the decision process requires a
thorough analysis and modeling of the stochastics and consequently an approach that considers all
aspects, the uncertainty and the technical and market constraints. With the approach presented in
this paper, we aim at filling this gap in the existing literature.
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Figure 1: Sequence of markets for electricity and flexibility with gate-closure times in the German market design
from November 2020 on. The considered market segments reserve (”aFRR capacity auction”), day-ahead spot
market (”Day-ahead auction”) and intraday spot market (”Continuous intraday”) are marked with the red
boxes.
3 Market Description
In European power markets, the products relevant for a power plant portfolio trader can be distin-
guished into the mere delivery of electricity and the provision of reserve power for the transmission
system operator (TSO) to balance the system. Whereas the former is organized in large electricity
exchanges and the market design has been harmonized internationally to a large extent, the latter is
still organized in distinct national designs. Rising shares of generation by renewable energy sources
(RES) led to an increasing relevance of close-to-realtime decisions. This applies not only for reserve
products that are procured with shorter lead times, but particularly for the interplay of day-ahead
and intraday spot market operations.
The setting that is studied in this paper includes a balancing reserve power market with separate
products for positive and negative direction, a day-ahead electricity market, and an intraday electric-
ity market. This threefold organization is typical for European power markets and can be found with
small variations in many countries. With regard to the balancing reserve, we focus on the secondary
reserve market (i.e., automatic Frequency Restoration Reserve, aFRR) with its lead times and product
requirements, the segments for primary and tertiary reserve are left out in this market description
to remain concise. For better readability, the term ”reserve” is used synonymously with secondary
reserve and aFRR in the following. Figure 1 provides an overview over a typical market sequence until
real-time and highlights the market segments relevant for this study. To substantiate the products and
lead times in a concrete case, we choose the market design setting of Germany. The procurement of
reserve products by the TSOs in Germany is organized in a two-stage procedure. The first stage, the
so-called capacity market auction for the day ahead, takes place prior to the day-ahead spot market
at 9 am and determines the reserve providers for the following day. In this auction, the prequalified
reserve providers can place bids consisting of the capacity price (in EUR/MW) and a volume (in MW).
Providers are allowed to submit several distinct bids. The 24 hours of the day are split into six time
slices consisting of four hours each (0-4, 4-8, ..., 20-24). Further, reserves for the negative (downward
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regulation) and the positive (upward regulation) direction are auctioned as separate products. This
leads to twelve distinct aFRR auctions each day, which are remunerated according to pay-as-bid pric-
ing. In the second step of reserve procurement, the so-called aFRR energy market auction takes place
during the day 45 minutes before the gate closure time of the intraday market, and determines the
prices and merit order of activation. The successful bid in the capacity market obliges the trader to
trade in the reserve energy market, however also free energy bids are allowed. For the scope of this
paper, the aFRR energy market is left out for two reasons. First, the energy price bid can only lead
to positive contribution margins if above the variable costs of provision and therefore poses no risk
of losses to the portfolio profit. Second and most important, the bid into the energy market can be
considered independently from the other trading decisions. For it is rather a complementing element
than an opportunity, the aFRR energy market can be neglected.
After the aFRR capacity market, at 12 am the day- ahead spot market auction takes place, in which
energy delivery for the next day is traded in hourly resolution with uniform pricing. Subsequently, at
3 pm the intraday auction takes place, in which energy can be traded in quarter-hourly resolution.
The intraday market is then open for continuous trading of energy in quarter-hourly products until
30 minutes before delivery1. To cope with the temporal structure of the rolling gate closure times and
respective 96 arrival processes of prices of continuous intraday trading, we require a simplification.
In accordance with Ottesen et al. (2018) and Laur et al. (2018) the intraday market is approximated
with one hypothetical auction, with the index price ID3 of the trades completed in the last three hours
(denoted with pID3) as representative price for each quarter hour. As pID3 averages completed trades,
we handle the hypothetical auction as a uniform pricing auction. This corresponds to modeling the
intraday trading as one hypothetical auction with rolling gate closures 30 minutes before the respec-
tive delivery. Note that this simplification neglects profit from potential re-positioning in reaction to
the volatility of the continuous price process during intraday trading. Further, we assume that the
trader acts as a price-taker and is always able to find a counterparty to sell electricity for the pID3
price. With regard to low liquidity this would have been a very strong assumption in the early years
of intraday trading. In the meanwhile, however, intraday trading has become sufficiently liquid. For
the relatively small trading volumes related to the investigated portfolio and as the scope of the paper
is particularly to determine optimal trading strategies on the day ahead, the assumption is considered
well reasonable.
In conclusion, the trader faces three markets to be considered: The aFRR capacity market with six
four-hour products, the day ahead market with 24 hourly products and the intraday market with 96
quarter-hourly products. Considering both the price uncertainty of the three markets and the volume
uncertainty of the renewable generation, the trades faces a complex decision problem with numerous
decision variables.
1Note, that half-hour and hour products are also traded in the intraday market. However, as the 15 minute product
is the best approximation for the value of the 15 minutes period if contained within a product with larger resolution,
including further product resolutions for intraday trading would not essentially change the trading strategies but result
in substitution trades. We do not aspire to optimize for trades across intraday products, but for trading strategies across
the considered decision stages. Therefore, this paper focuses on the 15 minute products alone.
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Table 1: Overview over information available to the optimization as deterministic or realized information and
as stochastic information in form of scenarios.
Deterministic / realized Stochastic
Stage 1 deterministic:




Marginal reserve prices for nega-
tive and positive direction
Stage 2 scenarios i:
Reserve market result and com-
mitment
scenarios j:
Day-ahead RES generation fore-
cast, day-ahead market prices
Stage 3 scenarios j:




Intraday update RES generation
forecast, intraday market prices
4 Methodology
The methodology presented in the following subdivides into the formulation of the optimization prob-
lem and the generation of input data by means of stochastic modeling. The optimization is formulated
as a mixed-integer linear multi-stage stochastic problem. First, the formulation for a risk-neutral
trader is presented. Second, the formulation is extended to a problem that allows for consideration
risk-aversion of the trader. After the constraints the optimization is subject to are presented, we
finally introduce the modeling and characterization of uncertainties considered in the problem.
4.1 The Trading Problem
For the bidder, the determination of the optimal bids implies both price risks and a quantity risks.
The information available to the trader in the optimization problem is summarized in Table 1. In-
formation like the residual load forecast and its updates are not explicitly provided to the problem,
but are contained in the price processes as described above. Note further, that logically the stochastic
information on later stages is implicitly considered in the decisions of the early stages. The structure
of the decisions on the three stages will be explained in more detail in Section 4.2.
4.2 Target Function
We formulate the target for the risk-neutral problem straight forward as maximization of expected
contribution margins π throughout the scenarios (i, j, k) in Ω in all market segments and time steps
as the revenues (ρ) minus the costs (κ).
maxE(i,j,k)∈Ω(πi,j,k) = E(i,j,k)∈Ω(ρi,j,k)− E(i,j,k)∈Ω(κi,j,k) (1)
with the expected revenues ρ being the sum of reserve (aFRRpos and aFRRneg) market, day-ahead
(DA) market and intraday (ID) market revenues.
E(i,j,k)∈Ω(ρi,j,k) = E(i)∈Ω(ρ
aFRRpos
i ) + E(i)∈Ω(ρ
aFRRneg
i ) + E(i,j)∈Ω(ρ
DA
i,j ) + E(i,j,k)∈Ω(ρIDi,j,k) (2)
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One key challenge in the formulation of the trading problem consists in addressing the reserve market
design with its particularities. As pay-as-bid pricing intuitively comes with both the price and the
volume as decision variables, an alternative formulation must be deployed for the problem to remain
a mixed-integer linear problem (MILP). However, the modelling of uncertainty yields discrete values
for reserve prices for positive and negative direction (LP and LN , respectively) for each reserve price
scenario i. We therefore define these price levels paFRRposlp (p
aFRRneg
ln ) as fixed bidding levels and define
only the bid volume xaFRRpos,bidlp,i,ts (x
aFRRneg,bid
ln,i,ts ) on price level lp (ln) as decision variable for positive
(negative) reserve market bidding. In this way, we define a bidding curve with volumes on several
price levels to be submitted to each segment of the reserve market.
As we model the uncertainty with a discrete probability space, the trader has no incentive to bid on
price levels distinct from the given scenario prices. The eventual acceptance of a bid on price level
lp ∈ LP for the positive reserve product (or on price level ln ∈ LN for negative reserve) in time slice ts
and scenario i is modelled with the help of the binary acceptance parameters βaFRRposlp,i,ts and β
aFRRneg
ln,i,ts ,
that translate the marginal prices into acceptance or decline of a bid as described in Equation (51).
The resulting expected revenues from the positive reserve market over all time steps and scenarios are



















pri, prj , prk denote scenario probabilities for i ∈ I, j ∈ J , and k ∈ K, as described in 4.7. Note, that
this formulation takes into account the reserve market to be cleared according to pay-as-bid pricing
and the spot market segments according to uniform pricing. The considered price for an accepted bid
paFRRposlp is therefore indexed with the respective price level and reflects the pay-as-bid pricing.
In contrast, the day-ahead and intraday market are cleared with uniform pricing2. Hereby, pDAj,h ,
pIDi,j,k,qh denote the prices on the day-ahead and intraday market for the different time steps and
scenarios, respectively. The expected revenues on the day-ahead market are defined as the trading
volume xDA,tradei,j,h multiplied by the uniform price p
DA













The day-ahead market is modelled such that the trader submits a bid curve to the market, consisting of
volume bids on defined fixed price levels lda. For the evaluation of bidding strategies, we distinguish
between bids to sell generation, xDA,gen,bidi,j,h , bids to take a short position (i.e., selling more than is
expected to be generated), xDA,short,bidi,j,h , and bids to take a long position (i.e., buying electricity on the
day-ahead market), xDA,long,bidi,j,h .
Again, there is no incentive to deviate from the market prices contained in the scenarios j for the day-
ahead market decision stage. With the help of the binary parameter βDAlda,j,h, denoting the accepted
price levels lda of day-ahead market bids for selling electricity in hour h and scenario j, the traded
volume is defined as follows. We stress at this point that the trader does not only have the option
2As described in Section 3, we model the intraday auction as an uniform pricing auction with the ID3 price as clearing
price.
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of purely selling the generation, but also to prepare a good position for potential intraday trading.
Thus, both building a short position that exceeds the expected generation and going long (i.e., buying
electricity to sell it later and profit from rising prices) is within the trader’s action space. The bids
to take a long position in the day-ahead market (i.e., buying electricity) have the opposite acceptance
























(1− βDAlda,j,h) · x
DA,long,bid
lda,i,j,h (8)
However, the long and the short position of the portfolio are constrained to the extent allowed in BRP
contracts as will be presented in Equations (23) and (24). The revenues from the intraday market are
defined analogously. The factor 4t captures the difference in temporal resolution between hour h and















i,j,k,qh · 4t (9)
The realized intraday trades, xID,tradei,j,k,qh , are defined by (10), the intraday trade summands are defined








The expected costs occurring in each market segment sum up to the total costs. To account for
potential active schedule violations in a future application, the term κImbi,j,k completes the formulation
of the trading problem.
E(i,j,k)∈Ω(κi,j,k) = E(i)∈Ω(κ
aFRRpos
i ) + E(i)∈Ω(κ
aFRRneg
i ) + E(i,j)∈Ω(κ
DA
i,j )
+ E(i,j,k)∈Ω(κIDi,j,k) + E(i,j,k)∈Ω(κImbi,j,k) (11)
The pure provision of capacity is valued at no costs. For positive reserve (aFRRpos), the reserve
activation may lead to additional fuel consumption and thus additional variable costs. On the other
hand, an activation of negative reserve (aFRRneg) may lead to fuel savings and thus a reduction
of the costs arising from the spot market operation. However, the cost effects of potential reserve
3This formulation implies that in case pDAj,h = p
DA
lda,j,h a selling bid gets accepted at price level lda, whereas an ask
bid is declined. A successful ask bid must be at least one price level above, despite being valued with price level lda.
We thereby reflect a certain bid-ask spread and avoid opposite bids that cancel each other out and only inflate trading
volumes.
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activation can be easily addressed by appropriate energy bids. As the costs of a potential positive
reserve activation are independent from the bidding decision on the reserve power market, we consider
it reasonable to value them at zero costs. The same applies for the negative reserve.
E(i)∈Ω(κ
aFRRpos
i ) = 0 (12)
The activation of reserves is not further considered in this paper. The only assumption that needs
to be made is that the energy to meet the activation is available for the controllable plants u. The
costs for the day-ahead market operation consist of variable costs for the controllable plant u and the
renewable source res. The costs for a potential long position are already accounted for in the revenues






















κvaru denotes the variable cost of unit u, x
DA,dispatch,U
i,j,u,h denotes the energy dispatched (i.e., sold with










































qh · 4t (15)
with the absolute value of the energy imbalance ximbi,j,k,qh denoted by the sum of the positive and
negative share (ximb,+i,j,k,qh +x
imb,−
i,j,k,qh) valued with the imbalance price p
imb
qh .
4 Logically, the imbalance can
only either be positive or negative, which is reflected by the constraints (21) and (22) in Section 4.5.
4.3 Consideration of Risk
A major advantage of the stochastic over the deterministic problem formulation consists in the ability
of the presented approach to quantify and to take into account risks when determining the trading
strategy. Based on theory provided in textbooks such as Conejo et al. (2010) and Birge and Louveaux
(2011), we distinguish between risk-neutral decision making and decision making under consideration
of risk. Whereas the risk-neutral decision is based solely on the expected value of the profits over all
scenarios as presented in (1), a real-world trader most likely will also want to consider the risk exposure
related with the trading decision. In order to determine trading decisions with less risk exposure, we
therefore introduce risk to our approach. This enables us to make use of the characterization of
4As intentional imbalances are prohibited by the up-to-date German BRP contract, ximbi,j,k,qh is forced to equal zero
with a sufficiently large number BIGM as pimbqh . In the presented case study BIGM equals 100,000 EUR/MWh. In
the general formulation, pimbqh may be equipped with a close-to-real-time forecast to reflect an expected imbalance price
(reBAP ), if intentional imbalances want to be taken into account in future extensions of the model. However, this
exceeds the scope of this paper.
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uncertainty, which contains more information than a single figure, such as the expected value, can
capture.
In finance literature, the risk exposure is quantified with the help of risk metrics. Commonly used
metrics include the variance, the shortfall probability, the expected shortage and as well as value at
risk (VaR) and conditional value at risk (CVaR, also referred to as average value at risk or expected
shortfall) (Conejo et al., 2010). However, for the trading problem to remain scalable and flexible, the
use of a coherent risk metric5, particularly one satisfying sub-additivity, is of practical use. As the
CVaR meets the properties of coherence, we modify the problem formulation in order to include the
CVaR into the target function (adaptation of Conejo et al. (2010)). Further details and the definition
of the CVaR and the VaR are provided in Annex A.3.
4.4 Modelling the Conditional Value at Risk
In adaption of Conejo et al. (2010) the target function is augmented by the variable η, that corresponds
to the VaR, the parameter α representing the probability level of the VaR and the non-negative
continuous variable si,j,k defined by equation (17) to the maximum of the VaR η minus the contribution
margin πi,j,k in a scenario and zero. The optimization objective is now the weighted sum of expected
value and the CVaR of the contribution margins throughout the scenarios, with λ ∈ (0, 1) as weight
in the target function. λ can be referred to as parameter of risk aversion.















η − πi,j,k ≤ si,j,k ∀(i, j, k) ∈ Ω (17)
si,j,k ≥ 0 ∀(i, j, k) ∈ Ω (18)
In the remainder of this paper, sets will be dropped from the notation to remain concise, ∀(i, j, k) ∈ Ω is
equivalent to ∀(i, j, k), ∀qh ∈ QH equivalent to ∀qh, and so on. The chosen multi-criteria formulation
as weighted sum allows us to consider both the expected value of contribution margins and the CVaR
at level α. The parameters λ and α will be used in the case study to distinguish between and evaluate
different risk strategies. Further, for the interested reader we provide the problem formulation using
the VaR as risk metric in Annex A.3.
4.5 Constraints
Besides the aforementioned constraints for modelling the risk, we include constraints from three cate-
gories in the problem formulation that will be presented in the subsequent paragraphs. First, several
constraints regarding the trading logic, the market design and the market rules need to be considered.
Further, the operational constraints of the technical units in the portfolio to fulfill energy delivery
and provide the reserve products need to be considered in modelling the trading decision. Hereby, we
distinguish between the volatile renewable sources (RES), indexed with res, and controllable (renew-
able) units (e.g., a biogas power plant), indexed with u. The third category of constraints comprises
5Coherent risk metrics satisfy the conditions of monotonicity, sub-additivity, homogeneity, and translational invari-
ance.
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the stochastic programming constraints, in which we summarize the constraints required for the for-
mulation of the multi-stage stochastic problem and further auxiliary constraints.
4.5.1 Market Constraints
The energy balance over the two spot markets (i.e., day-ahead and intraday market) needs to be zero
as short- or long-selling beyond the intraday market, i.e. speculating on imbalance prices lower or
higher than spot market prices, is prohibited by the market rules. To give the trader the option to
close its balance sheet and to deploy bidding strategies between the day-ahead and the intraday stage6,
the short-selling variables comply with volumes sold but not dispatched in the respective stage and
vice versa the long-selling variables comply with the generation volumes not sold or additional energy
that is bought on the respective stage. Eventually, the energy schedule needs to be balanced for each
qh. In the following, qh(h) denotes the mapping of the quarter hours contained in an hour to the
respective hour h (e.g., qh(1) = {1, 2, 3, 4}). As mentioned earlier, the imbalances (split up in positive
and negative part to be able capture the absolute value) ximb,+i,j,k,qh and x
imb,−
i,j,k,qh enter the target function















i,j,k,qh ∀(i, j, k), h, qh(h) (20)
For the absolute value consideration of the imbalance volume in (15), a BIGM formulation with the





greater than zero at the same time.
ximb,+i,j,k,qh ≤ BIGM · δ
imb
i,j,k,qh ∀(i, j, k), qh (21)
ximb,−i,j,k,qh ≤ BIGM · (1− δ
imb
i,j,k,qh) ∀(i, j, k), qh (22)
Traders have incentives, if one spot market is dominating the other (e.g. price expectations for the
intraday are favorable compared to the day-ahead market), to realize unlimited profit opportunities7
of short and long trades between the markets. To account for the trades to be related to the portfolio
and not to a purely speculative arbitrage strategy, we introduce volume limits for the short and long
position related to the portfolio generation 8. Equations (23) and (24) limit the short and the long
trade volume in the day-ahead market. In consequence, the respective trade volumes are implicitly
6According to European Federation of Energy Traders (EFET), not bidding in the forward or day-ahead market in
expectation of higher prices in the intraday markets is no capacity withholding and speculation about higher prices in
consecutive markets is no market manipulation but a legitimate bidding strategy.
7An alternative term sometimes used in this context is arbitrage opportunity. However, we define an arbitrage trade
to lead to risk-free profit. As this is not necessarily given, yet the trader might still favor one market expectation over
another, we refer to expected profit under risk as profit opportunity.
8The up-to-date contracts for balancing responsible parties in Germany provide the regulation that the short or long
volume must not exceed a proportion qshort/long of 10 percent of the maximum schedule value of the day. To avoid
the maximum operator with decision variables, we consider the sum of the maximum value in the renewable generation
forecast and the installed capacity of the controllable plants as approximation for the maximum schedule value of the


































· qlong ∀(i, j), h (24)
Further, to avoid bids on the same price level that cancel each other out and inflate bidding volumes,
Equations (25) and (26) ensure for the day-ahead market that the trader either submits a sell bid or
an ask bid on level lda. The analog formulation applies for the intraday market.
xDA,gen,bidlda,i,j,h + x
DA,short,bid
lda,i,j,h ≤ BIGM · δ
DA,ask/sell
lda,i,j,h ∀lda, (i, j), h (25)
xDA,long,bidlda,i,j,h ≤ BIGM · (1− δ
DA,ask/sell
lda,i,j,h ) ∀lda, (i, j), h (26)
Finally, the bids the trader submits to the day-ahead and the intraday market are aggregated for
evaluation purposes in the variables xDA,bidlda,i,j,h and x
ID,bid
lid,i,j,k,qh as defined in (27) and (28). These can be
















Several technical constraints need to be respected in the formulation of the bids in order to guarantee
the feasibility of the market results for the operation of the plant portfolio. Firstly, the portfolio
must be able to provide the reserve commitments, which are defined by the accepted bids for the
4-h-slice ts. As the reserve commitment can be covered by a pool of technical units with any spatial
distribution within the market area, each single unit can contribute with its flexibility to reach the
market commitment. Thereby, we consider the flexibility contributions of the units to the portfolio to
be constant for quarter hours. From technical perspective, we assume reserve provision from both, the
units u and the volatile renewable sources res, to be technically feasible9. The condition is formulated











xaFRRpos,Ui,qh,u ∀ts, qh(ts), i (29)
Secondly, the portfolio must fulfill the schedule defined by spot market commitments, which are derived
from the accepted bids for each hour in the day-ahead market (and analogously for each quarter hour
9Although relatively few capacity of renewable sources is prequalified in today’s reserve market, this is caused by
rather economical than by technical consideration (see e.g., Brauns, Jansen, Jost, Siefert, Speckmann and Widdel, 2014,
for a feasibility study). The main barriers are necessary investments in communication infrastructure and the sheer
economics of renewables in providing reserve.
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xDA,dispatch,RESi,j,h,res ∀(i, j), h (30)
To obtain a feasible dispatch schedule, the minimum load requirement of controllable unit u is modelled
with the help of a semi-continuous variable xdispatch,Ui,j,k,qh,u which can only take values that are either 0 or in
[Pminu , P
U
u ]. As the market constraints distinguish between day-ahead and intraday market dispatch,





i,j,k,qh,u ∀(i, j, k), h, qh(h), u (31)
Thirdly, for a unit u or res to provide negative reserve, it must at least run on that level to be able
to decrease the generation. The potential activation of negative reserve capacity must also not violate
the minimum load requirement. Likewise, to provide positive reserve, it must at least run on minimum
load and a potential activation must not violate the capacity constraint. Equations (32)-(36) formulate
these minimum load constraints.
xaFRRneg,RESi,qh,res ≤ x
dispatch,RES







i,j,k,qh,u ∀(i, j, k), qh, u (33)
xaFRRneg,Ui,qh,u ≤ BIGM · δ
aFRRneg,U





i,j,k,qh,u ∀(i, j, k), qh, u (35)
xaFRRpos,Ui,qh,u ≤ BIGM · δ
aFRRpos,U
i,j,k,qh,u ∀(i, j, k), qh, u (36)
Fourthly, the provision of positive reserve and the dispatch of a unit u is limited by its nominal capacity
PUu , leading to capacity constraint (37). Likewise, a unit res is naturally limited by its nominal
capacity PRESres derated with the generation forecast φ
DA/ID ∈ [0, 1]. As described in Section 4.7
we distinguish between the deterministic day-ahead forecast and the scenario-based intraday update.
Hereby, to respect the potential downward or upward correction of an intraday forecast update φIDk,qh,res
compared to φDAqh,res, the possible reserve provision of a renewable unit x
aFRRpos,RES
i,qh,res and dispatch must
satisfy two capacity constraints (38) and (39). With this formulation, the positive reserve provision is
implicitly limited to the minimum out of the day-ahead and the intraday updates of the generation



















res · φIDk,qh,res ∀(i, j, k), h, qh(h), res (39)
Further, the fuel storage capability for the dispatchable RES plants onsite (e.g., for a biogas plant) is
limited, which leads to a minimum and maximum daily generation νmin/max of unit u as proportion
10This goes perfectly in line with the feed-in potential based approach to quantify reserve provision potential of volatile
renewable sources (Brauns et al., 2014).
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of a baseload operation of the installed capacity.
|QH| · PUu · νminu ≤
QH∑
qh=1
xdispatch,Ui,j,k,qh,u ≤ |QH| · P
U
u · νmaxu ∀(i, j, k), u (40)
with |.| as the cardinality of a set.
Finally, each unit u has a limited load change gradient 4Pu, which needs to be respected to obtain
technically feasible results. We consider it to be the same for upward and downward load changes and
define it as proportion of the installed capacity PUu . At the transition between two quarter hours, load
changes can originate from all considered market segments. Therefore, some additional constraints are
required. Logically, the maximum possible load changes from all market segments, including potential
reserve activation gradients, must comply with the load change gradient of u. To depict the potential
reserve activation gradient between two consecutive quarter hours qh and qh + 1, the change in the
flexibility contribution of u is split into the negative and positive part with positive variables. To















i,qh,u ∀i, qh, u (42)
Similarly, the spot market schedule changes for u are split with positive variables in upward and
downward direction. As for the overall scheduled dispatch in (31), the day-ahead and the intraday







i,j,k,qh,u ∀(i, j, k), qh, u (43)
To ensure that the changes in market commitments are not simultaneously non-zero, following BIGM
formulations must hold for all the considered market segments. For conciseness, only the constraints
for the changes in spot market commitments are presented. Formulations for the reserve segments
follow analogously.
4xspot,U+i,j,k,qh,u ≤ BIGM · δ
spot,U
i,j,k,qh,u ∀(i, j, k), qh, u (44)
4xspot,U−i,j,k,qh,u ≤ BIGM · (1− δ
spot,U
i,j,k,qh,u) ∀(i, j, k), qh, u (45)
The binary variable δdispatch,Ui,j,k,qh,u indicates whether the dispatch changes in upward or downward direction
at the transition from qh to qh + 1. With (41)-(43), the load change constraint in upward and in
downward direction for a technical unit u formulates as denoted by (46) and (47). Note, that the chosen
formulation with quarter hour resolution of spot market commitments and flexibility contributions to
the portfolio’s reserve provision implicitly respects the different temporal resolutions of reserve (4h),
day-ahead (1h) and intraday (15min) markets. If these were modeled according to the respective
product duration, separate cases for (a) the transition to the first quarter hour of a time slice, (b) the


























≤ Pu · 4Pu ∀(i, j, k), qh (47)
Whereas (37) only considers the sheer capacity of u, (46) and (47) emphasize the value of the flexibility,
both in upward and downward direction, and make clear that all market segments are competing for
the flexibility of the portfolio. For example, during a scarcity of upward flexibility, a reduction of the
spot market dispatch releases upward flexibility to be used for other commitments. It enhances the
reserve potential (both positive and negative) and creates the option to increase the positive (decrease
the negative) reserve contribution of u to the portfolio’s reserve provision. Obviously, it is upon the
trader to determine a strategy in which market segments and at which price to allocate the available
resources.
4.6 Stochastic Programming Constraints
The problem is formulated as a multi-stage stochastic program. However, for one trading decision
with the same information (at the same node of the tree), the decisions have to be consistent for
the consecutive stages. Therefore, non-anticipativity constraints for all trading decisions are included
in the model formulation according to the information relations: Reserve bids must be consistent
throughout all i ∈ I, as well as bids on the day-ahead (j ∈ J) and intraday (k ∈ K) market. With
Ord(.) defined as the ordinal number of an element in its set and |.| as the cardinality of the set, we
formulate the constraints for the positive reserve (48) and the day-ahead market (49) bids11.
xaFRRpos,bidlp,i,ts = x
aFRRpos,bid
lp,i+1,ts ∀lp, {i | Ord(i) < |I|)}, ts (48)
xDA,bidlda,i,j,h = x
DA,bid
lda,i,j+1,h ∀lda, i, {j | Ord(j) < |J |}, h (49)
4.7 Characterization and Modelling of Uncertainties
For the methodology to deliver meaningful results, it is essential to describe the uncertainty of the
real-world problem as accurate as possible. For the sake of computational tractability, we describe
the uncertainty as a finite probability space Ω defined by scenarios ω spanning a scenario tree in three
stages with scenario branches i ∈ I, j ∈ J , and k ∈ K. The first stage scenario branching, denoted
by i, represents the uncertainty of the marginal auction price of the reserve market for the positive
and negative product. For our models we use information that is available at 8 am on the day before
delivery, one hour before the tender for automatic Frequency Restoration Reserve (aFRR) closes.
As mentioned in Section 2, the reserve market prices cannot be completely explained by fundamental
11Note, that considering only the aggregated bids enables the switch between short volume and dispatch of generation
units as scenarios unfold. Formulations for the negative reserve and intraday market bids follow respectively.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the scenario tree with indices i, j and k for the uncertainty considered in the decision
stages. The stages correspond to the market segments balancing reserve, day-ahead spot market and intraday
spot market.
drivers. This creates a situation where the reserve market prices are subject to an inherent uncertainty,
that especially small market participants are exposed to. The marginal reserve prices12 are modelled
with the help of an additive model and a simulation of the stochastic components applying mean-
reverting processes with jump regimes, as proposed by Keles, Genoese, Möst and Fichtner (2012) for
modeling uncertain prices in electricity markets. The additive model explains the marginal prices
yreserves,w,t and includes the mean seasonal price for the time slice y
reserve
s,t , the day-ahead PV generation
forecast xPVt , the day-ahead residual load forecast x
RL
t , and the price of the previous day’s auction
for the respective time slice yt−6. Further, weekend days and working days are distinguished with a
dummy variable δw. Combined with seasonal distinction by winter, summer, and transitional season
(i.e., spring and fall)13, six logarithmic models are estimated by the following model equation:
log yreserves,w,t = cs + β1 · log yreserves,t + β2 · log xPVt + β3 · log xRLt + β4 · log yt−6 + β5 · δw+
β6 · δw · log yreserves,t + β7 · δw · log xPVt + β8 · δw · log xRLt + εt (50)
Alternative potential fundamental drivers like carbon emission and fuel prices or derivatives like the
clean dark spread14 have not been found significantly improving the goodness-of-fit of the additive
model or suffered from strong multicollinearity and were therefore not further considered. We provide
model results for model alternatives including the omitted variables in Table 4 in Annex A.2. Please
note, that the seasonal mean yreserves,t to some extent implicitly captures the price influence of the
omitted fundamentals.
The series of stochastic residuals εt is modelled with the help of a mean-reversion process (Orn-
stein–Uhlenbeck process, see Uhlenbeck and Ornstein, 1930) and and jump regimes. Regime switch-
ing probabilities and calibration of the mean-reversion process are modelled adapting the procedure
introduced by Keles et al. (2012). To determine scenarios for the optimization, the obtained stochastic
models are simulated 1000 times and reduced by means of k-means clustering. In Annex A.2, more
details for the modeling of the reserve prices as well as a validation are provided. For the application
in the case study, we use ten scenarios with probability according to the clustering to describe the
uncertainty of reserve prices.
12Precisely, to obtain a smoother time series, the 90 percent quantiles of the accepted bids in each auction are considered
as marginal reserve prices.
13Winter: December, January, February; Summer: June, July, August; Transition: rest.
14The clean dark spread is defined as the difference between the spot market price and the costs for fuel and emission
certificates of a hard coal power plant with typical efficiency.
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The marginal reserve prices preserve,posi,ts (and p
reserve,neg
i,ts ) determine the acceptance for potential reserve
bids on price level lp (and ln) for the positive (and the negative) product in scenario i and time slice
ts. For the formulation of the optimization problem, the acceptance of a bid is translated to the binary
parameter βposln,i,ts as follows (analogously β
neg
ln,i,ts for the negative product):
βposln,i,ts =





The second stage scenario branching, denoted by j, depicts the price uncertainty of day-ahead market
prices. This uncertainty is on the one hand driven by potential changes in renewable generation and
load forecasts between the gate closure of the reserve market (9 am, d-1) and that of the day-ahead
spot market (12 am, d-1). On the other hand, a stochastic component for the day-ahead market itself
is modelled. Potential changes in residual load forecasts (including the modeling of renewable genera-
tion and consecutively residual load) until gate closure of the day-ahead market, influence of forecast
changes and stochastic nature of day-ahead market prices, are modelled with a mean-reversion process
(Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process, see Uhlenbeck and Ornstein, 1930), provided with the information at
12 am on the day-ahead (d-1). As in this paper a price-taking trader is modelled, the scenarios consist
of price levels and respective probabilities.
Analogously to the reserve market, to use the price scenarios in the problem formulation, the price
levels are translated into a binary parameter βDAlda,j,h indicating whether a bid on a certain price level
lda in hour h is accepted or declined in scenario j. Note, that the second stage is assumed to be
independent from the first stage, meaning that the realization of reserve prices (i) has no influence on
day-ahead spot market prices.
Based on the second stage the third stage scenario branching, denoted by k, captures an updated re-
newable generation and load forecast under conditional expectation, resulting in an updated residual
load forecast. These are sources of quantity uncertainty and result in a price uncertainty with regard
to intraday market prices in the quarter hours qh in the scenario leaves k, reflecting the information
uncertainty 60 minutes from real-time.
To thoroughly model the effects as well as the stochastics of changing residual load forecasts on spot
market prices, three different sources of uncertainty are distinguished and modeled: the uncertainty of
solar generation, the stochastic component of the residual load (to be interpreted as changes in either
wind generation or the system load) and the stochastic component of the day-ahead and intraday
market themselves. Note, that wind generation as a source of uncertainty is not modeled explicitly.
In comparison to the solar generation, that follows a usual daily pattern and can be categorized into
levels relatively straight forward, the wind generation does not follow a usual daily pattern but rather
day-specific patterns and is therefore difficult to model with the use of a limited number of type days.
We therefore include the forecasting uncertainty of wind generation in the model for the residual load
uncertainty. Referring to the idea of type days, in this way we consider for the uncertainty of wind
generation but relate these to seasonal-average wind days. For deriving trading decisions in real-world
applications, we consider it reasonable to include forecasts for the renewable generation and conse-
quently for the residual load on a daily basis into the approach. In particular, this allows to account
for day-specific wind patterns and their risk implications.
The modeling of the solar infeed, the residual load, as well as the spot market prices follows the basic
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ideas of Keles et al. (2012) and Lingohr and Müller (2019). However, the integrated modeling of mu-
tual dependencies requires an enhanced approach. To capture the character and relations adequately,
multivariate mean-reverting processes and stochastic differential equations are estimated based on
empirical data and simulated with Monte Carlo. Based on the stochastic simulations, scenarios are
derived by k-means clustering, as is presented in further detail in Russo et al. (2021). The stochastic
modeling is applied to three seasons (summer, winter, transition) and distinguishes between working
and weekend days as well as three levels of residual load (low, medium, high). In total, 18 distinct
scenario trees are generated to apply the optimization to the most relevant type days. The transition
from stage two to stage three is not assumed to be stage-wise independent, but the presented approach
deploys conditional expectations to obtain consistent and arbitrage-free scenarios across the stages.
For the case study, five scenarios for the j and k, respectively, are derived with probabilities according
to the assumed normal distribution of the σ-ranges15 in the scenario definition. In the notation, for
five scenario leafs, j1 is followed by k1− k5, j2 by k2− k10, and so on. Analogously to the previous
market segments, to use the price scenarios in the problem formulation, the price levels are translated
into a binary parameter βIDlid,j,k,qh denoting whether a bid on a certain price level lid in quarter hour
qh is accepted or declined in scenario j’s follow-up scenario k. Combined with the 10 reserve price
scenarios, each of the type days’ scenario tree considers 250 possible scenarios to characterize the
uncertainty from the day-ahead towards real-time.
An illustrative scenario tree to demonstrate the extent of the price uncertainty in the considered seg-
ments and the solar generation uncertainty estimated with the stochastic modeling based on empirical
data is provided for the typeday tra216 in the Annex A.2 and A.4 in Figures 14-16.
5 Case Study
In this section, we conduct a case study in which we apply the proposed methodology to an exemplary
power plant portfolio in the Germany market design setting. Germany with its high renewable shares,
high data availability, and liquid day-ahead and intraday trading is particularly suitable to demonstrate
our approach. We present characteristics of optimal bidding strategies under different considerations
of risk. To define risk preferences, we enumerate combinations of the parameter α at levels 85%,
90%, and 95% (i.e., consideration of the 15%, 10%, and 5% worst cases) and λ at levels 10%, 25%,
and 50% (i.e., the weighting of the CVaR on α-level compared to the expected value of contribution
margins). Where necessary, for the results to remain concise, we present mainly the results for the
risk strategy with α = 95% and λ = 50%, corresponding to a strong risk aversion. As a benchmark,
we present results for the risk-neutral case (i.e., λ = 0%). The complete results for the other strategies
are provided in the supplementary material.
15As discussed by Keles (2013) and deployed in adapted manner by Russo et al. (2021), the scenarios are derived from
the expected mediod value of the stochastic simulation by deviating defined multiples of the standard deviation for each
time step and type day respectively. To derive five scenarios, the expected mediod (denoted with j1) is complemented
by the values +/ − σ (denoted with j2/j3) and the values +/ − 2 · σ (denoted with j4/j5) with probabilities according
to an assumed Normal distribution. This leads to prj = 0.25 for j1, j2, and j3, and prj = 0.125 for j4 and j5. Same
applies for the leafs denoted by k.
16A working day with medium PV feed-in and medium residual load in the transition season.
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5.1 Data and Practical Implications
For Germany, market results of the reserve market are publicly available at regelleistung.net (2021),
and for day-ahead market on the ENTSO-E transparency platform (ENTSO-E, 2021). As no histor-
ical feed-in forecast data other than the ones from ENTSO-E are available publicly, the generation
forecast for the PV plants in the trader’s portfolio are assumed to be perfectly correlated with the
system-wide generation forecast, in line with the assumption in Russo and Bertsch (2020). This im-
plies a spatial dispersion of the PV plants that is representative for the overall German PV portfolio17.
Hereby, the stochastic process for the PV intraday forecast update is fed by two inputs to model the
information available to the trader as accurate as possible: firstly, the intraday forecast φIDqh,res update
for the respective renewable plant res and quarter hour qh, provided by ENTSO-E in the morning of
the trading day. Secondly, to account for the latest available information at the time of the intraday
decision on stage three, the forecast error between the intraday forecast for qh−2 and the (meanwhile
available) realisation of qh−2, denoted by xrealqh−2,res, is considered. Including the latest realised quarter
hour qh− 2 enables to capture the latest information on PV generation in the decision. We stress at
this point, that the difference (φIDqh,res − xrealqh,res) is strongly auto-correlated at a lag of two.
With regard to the price risk, the stochastic price process captures effects of intraday renewable gen-
eration and load forecast updates. As mentioned in Section 3, a simplification is applied by taking the
price index pID3 (published by EPEX Spot, 2021), the weighted average price of all trades closed in the
last three hours before the delivery period. For a more profound representation of continuous intraday
price processes and intraday trading strategies, we refer to Kath and Ziel (2018) and Narajewski and
Ziel (2020).
The selection of an appropriate recent time horizon of data to estimate the models turns out to be
challenging, as both the spot markets and the reserve markets in Germany went through several ad-
justments in recent years. For the models to provide meaningful scenarios as input for the trading
problem, unfortunately a trade-off between the number of observations and the absence of structural
changes (e.g., induced by market design adjustments) is necessary.
First and foremost, the reserve market plays a crucial role, as major market design changes were
introduced in July 2018, October 2018, July 2019, and November 2020. In July 2018, the temporal
resolution and lead times were reduced from weekly off-peak and peak products to 4-hour products
that are auctioned on a day-ahead basis. Then, in reaction to strategic bidding and excessive energy
price bids, in October 2018 a new scoring rule was introduced calculating a scoring value as linear
combination of the capacity price bid and the energy price bid. However, strategic bidding under this
scoring rule led to undesirable, security-of-supply-threatening impacts. In July 2019, the market de-
sign change was therefore reversed to a capacity-price-based scoring. Since November 2020, a separate
auction for balancing energy price bids takes place 60 minutes before real-time, in which also bidders
without accepted capacity price bid may participate.
Secondly, due to unwanted ring flows through Poland and the Czech Republic the formerly single
market area Austria-Germany was split from October 2018 on. As the market split changed both the
demand and the supply structure for the German market participants, price formation on both the
day-ahead and the intraday market was affected.
17However, in the real-world (commercial) application, the availability of the required portfolio-specific forecast data
would be no limiting factor.
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We therefore use data from the time horizon between July 2019 and the first COVID19-caused lock-
down in March 2020 to estimate the stochastic price processes. In this period, we observe stable
market circumstances and no structural changes on either the demand or the supply side.
5.2 Composition of Portfolio
The portfolio, for which the presented methodology is particularly relevant, should meet certain char-
acteristics regarding the cost-structure. In order to compete with the reserve market prices, the
variable costs of the portfolio should be close to average spot market price levels. Just and Weber
(2015) refer to the relation between variable costs and spot market price levels as marginality and
distinguish between infra-marginal (i.e., κvar < pspot), marginal (i.e., κvar = pspot) and extra-marginal
(i.e., κvar > pspot) power plants. In this terminology, the portfolio should change between being infra-
marginal, marginal, and extra-marginal for different time steps and scenarios.
For the case study, we consider a portfolio consisting of a set of electricity-led and thus controllable
biogas power plants, and a set of PV plants as volatile renewable source to be suitable to reflect the
strengths of the presented approach. Firstly, it depends upon both, the uncertainty of generation
quantities (relevant for res units) and the uncertainty of price levels (relevant for both u and res
units). Secondly, the variable costs κvaru1 are roughly in the range of price variations of the spot mar-
kets. Finally, the portfolio is able to provide flexibility in both upward and downward direction or to
use the flexibility to profit from spot market prices.
The portfolio for the case study is therefore defined as presented in Table 2. For conciseness, the plants
are aggregated and handled as single unit u1 and res1, respectively. The only limitation associated
with this is that if multiple smaller units are considered, the minimum load requirement (Pminu ) could
be handled more flexibly.
Table 2: Composition of plant portfolio and techno-economic parameters for case study.
Parameter Symbol Unit Value
Installed capacity PV generation res1 PRESres1 [MW] 100
Maximum load change of res1 within 5 min-
utes, as share of P resres1
4PRESres1 [-] 1.00
Installed capacity controllable generation u1 PUu1 [MW] 100
Minimum load requirement of u1, as share of
PUu1
Pminu1 [-] 0.20
Minimum daily generation of u1, as share of
baseload operation at PUu1
νminu1 [-] 0.50
Maximum daliy generation of u1 νmaxu1 [-] 0.95
Variable costs of u1 κvaru1 [EUR/MWh] 40
Maximum load change of u1 within 5 min-
utes, as share of PUu1
4PUu1 [-] 0.50
5.3 Evaluation of Trading Strategies for the Portfolio
As the results for all investigated 18 type days are very extensive, we present the results for an ex-
emplary type day in detail, and based on that we discuss the findings more generally. We present the
results for a weekday with a medium level of PV generation and a medium residual load level in the
transition season.
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Before investigating the decision variables as well as the rationales and characteristics behind the dif-
ferent trading strategies, we first look at the values of the target function and the overall results. To
visualize the terms contained in the target function with risk consideration (i.e., expected contribution
margins and CVaR), we define the efficient frontier as all combinations of expected contribution mar-
gins and CVaR for trading strategies, that were found not to be dominated by another set of decision
variables.
Figure 3 presents the efficient frontier plot for all considered combinations of α and λ, as well as for the
risk-neutral case. For all investigated CVaR-intervals α, a similar concave pattern can be observed.
Obviously, the consideration of risk decreases the expected value of the trading decision, and at the
same time with an increasing weight of the risk metric the risk exposure is reduced. Noteworthy, the
increase in λ from risk-neutral (0%) to 10% comes with a large impact, likewise the increase from
10% to 25%. In the former, the expected contribution margins decrease considerably (decrease of
1,228-1,903 EUR/day), whereas the CVaR increases strongly (27,763-35,330 EUR/day), indicating a
lower risk exposure. In the increase from 10% to 25%, the expected contribution margins decrease
stronger (decrease of 5,110-5,659 EUR/day compared to risk-neutral), but yields further benefits with
regard to the risk exposure (CVaR increase of 51,000-56,003 EUR/day compared to risk-neutral).
However, the increase in λ from 25% to 50% has comparably a small impact. The reduction of the
expected contribution margins outweighs the small changes in risk exposure. Overall, a concave shape
of the efficient frontier can be observed for all α levels. Table 5 in Annex A provides an overview over
the numbers determining the efficient frontier. We stress at this point, that none of the defined and
evaluated risk strategies strictly dominates another. In a real-world application, a trader would still
be required to choose the risk preference, yet based on information about the opportunities and risks
related with the trading decision.










































CVaR, λ = 10%
CVaR, λ = 25%
CVaR, λ = 50%
Figure 3: Efficient frontier of trading decisions for different levels of CVaR interval (α) and risk aversion (λ),

































CVaR, α = 95%, λ = 10%
CVaR, α = 95%, λ = 25%
CVaR, α = 95%, λ = 50%
Figure 4: Empirical cumulative distributions of con-
tribution margins throughout scenarios for trading
strategies considering the α = 95% level for the CVaR,






























CVaR, α = 95%, λ = 10%
CVaR, α = 95%, λ = 25%
CVaR, α = 95%, λ = 50%
Figure 5: Empirical cumulative distributions of con-
tribution margins in the 5% of worst case scenar-
ios (CVaR range), medium weekday transition season
(tra2).
scenarios18, we arrange the contribution margins in increasing order for each trading strategy. This
visualization can be compared to an empirical cumulative distribution function (ECDF) of a distri-
bution and reads as follows: The contribution margin is lower or equal to the value on the vertical
axis with the probability level indicated by the horizontal axis. To be able to identify fat tails in the
distribution, a second plot zooms into the interval considered for the risk metric CVaR. The expected
value of the contribution margin and the CVaR are respectively included into the plots as horizontal
lines. Figures 4 and 5 show the EDCF for the strategies with α=95%. One intuitive result derived
from the visualization of the risk distribution is that the consideration of risk drastically lowers the
spread between the worst and the best cases and thus narrows the distribution, at the expense of a
moderate loss in expected contribution margins. Evaluations for the other α-values show analogous
patterns.
Investigating the contribution of each market segment to the portfolio’s contribution margins in
the different scenarios for different trading strategies, we find the main source of risk and the major
lever of risk hedging strategies to lie in the spot market decisions, i.e. how to submit bids to the
day-ahead and intraday market. To present key differences of of risk-neutrality and risk aversion in
trading strategies, Figures 6 to 7 show the trader’s optimal bids on the day-ahead market and intraday
market for the risk-neutral and the strongly risk-averse strategy (α = 95%, λ = 50%). As these bids
are submitted on the second (day-ahead) and third (intraday) stage of the problem, we summarize
the bids for the representative realization i1 of the first stage. Note that the actual bids submitted on
a stage do not anticipate realized information from later stages and are thus consistent for all j and
k for the day-ahead and the intraday market, respectively (see Eq. 48-49).
Figure 6 shows for the risk-neutral day-ahead market bids. The expectation of potentially higher
prices in the intraday market yields buying bids, indicating the trader is willing to take a long posi-
tion. These bids are in the range of the trader’s allowed long/short position range (see Eq. (24) and
(23)), and are not linked to the portfolio dispatch. The risk-neutral trader seeks to sell the electricity
generation on the intraday market, that offers (in expectation) a slightly higher, yet more volatile price
level, and even increases a high selling position to sell more volume than the generation capability. On
18In total, we distinguish 250 scenario leafs with non-equally distributed probabilities. See Section ?? and Annex A.2
for more details on the construction of the trees and probabilities.
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λ = 0%, risk neutral α = 95%, λ = 50%





























































































Figure 6: Day-ahead market bids for risk-neutral strategy, medium weekday transition season (tra2). day-ahead
market bids for risk-averse strategy (α = 95%, λ = 50%), medium weekday transition season (tra2).
the other hand, the risk-averse strategy focuses on reducing the risk exposure early on by selling most
of the generation on the day-ahead market at secure yet in expectation slightly lower prices. Notably,
the day-ahead trading volumes of the risk-averse trading strategy are considerably higher. Further,
the risk-averse strategy contains ask bids on price levels below the variable costs of the dispatchable
unit u, allowing to re-buy generation that was sold in the day-ahead market at a higher price. The
risk-neutral intraday bids contain less bids to re-position the portfolio, but rely on the (in expectation)
higher prices on the intraday market.
The submitted bids on the day-ahead market and the eventual market result determine the position


































































































































Figure 7: Intraday market bids for risk-neutral strategy, medium weekday transition season (tra2). Intraday
market bids for risk-averse strategy (α = 95%, λ = 50%), medium weekday transition season (tra2).
of the trader when facing the intraday stage. Figure 7 shows the submitted intraday market bids, that
follow the respective day-ahead market bids for the risk-neutral and the risk-averse trading strategy.
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CVaR, α = 85%, λ = 10%
CVaR, α = 90%, λ = 10%
CVaR, α = 95%, λ = 10%
CVaR, α = 85%, λ = 25%
CVaR, α = 90%, λ = 25%
CVaR, α = 95%, λ = 25%
CVaR, α = 85%, λ = 50%
CVaR, α = 90%, λ = 50%
CVaR, α = 95%, λ = 50%
Figure 8: Diagram of contribution margins on the
day-ahead market for realizations of scenario j as suc-
cessor of i1 under different risk attitudes.
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CVaR, α = 85%, λ = 10%
CVaR, α = 90%, λ = 10%
CVaR, α = 95%, λ = 10%
CVaR, α = 85%, λ = 25%
CVaR, α = 90%, λ = 25%
CVaR, α = 95%, λ = 25%
CVaR, α = 85%, λ = 50%
CVaR, α = 90%, λ = 50%
CVaR, α = 95%, λ = 50%
Figure 9: Diagram of contribution margins on the in-
traday market for realizations of scenario k as succes-
sor of i1 and j1 under different risk attitudes.
It can be observed in the lower string of bids, that driven by the pre-positioning (long position) from
the day-ahead market, the risk-neutral strategy mainly consists in selling the electricity at any price
on the intraday market. In case the intraday market settles at a higher price level, these bids will be
remunerated with the higher price, too, which stands in opposition to bids on the reserve market. It
can further be observed, that a considerable amount of bids is placed on price levels, that are linked
to a low acceptance probability.
For the representative scenario realizations i1 and j1, Figures 8 and 9 present the resulting contribu-
tion margins from the day-ahead and the intraday market for the considered trading strategies. As
discussed before, the risk-averse bids prevent the trader from taking a long position on the day-ahead
market and result in profitable sales, which to some extent depends on the realization of j. On the
other hand, the risk-neutral ask bids lead to considerable costs (i.e., negative contribution margins),
and no positive contribution margins on the day-ahead market. The value of the long position then
strongly swings with the realized intraday market scenario, leading to further negative contribution
margins if prices are low (k5 and k3) and to very profitable sales if prices are high (k2 and k4)19.
Inspecting the successors of the lower (j3 and j5) and higher (j2 and j4) day-ahead market price
scenarios (see Figure 8) yields the same relations yet differently pronounced. The remaining strategies
with a moderate risk-aversion follow a compromise.
The day-ahead bids do not contain ask bids to profit from potentially higher prices in the intraday
market, yet a share of the (expected) portfolio generation is offered only at high price levels with low
acceptance probabilities on the day-ahead market. Such a mixed bidding behavior allows for both,
profiting from secure day-ahead market revenues as well as profiting from higher or lower prices in
the intraday market. It avoids excessive ask or sell pressure in the intraday market and provides
a balance between the advantages of the day-ahead market (low uncertainty, in expectation lower
prices) and the ones of the intraday market (high uncertainty, in expectation higher prices). Whether
and which bids are submitted to the reserve market is determined by the opportunities the reserve
market and the following spot markets offer and at which costs in terms of operational constraints,
such as scheduling restrictions and inflexibility, the reserve can be provided by the portfolio. The
19Note that the scenarios are not equally probable. As mentioned in Section 4.7, the probability of the moderate
scenarios (three scenarios in the center of the plot) is 25% each, and the probability of the outer scenarios is 12.5% each.
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opportunities are three-fold: First, the pay-as-bid remuneration opens up a strategy space to decide
among different reserve price levels and volumes to bid on them. Hereby, the rationale is to avoid
the winner’s curse introduced to economic theory by Thaler (1988). Second, the expected level of
spot market prices and thus the expected profits require to consider which market is more profitable.
Third, the opportunity to profit from price variations between the day-ahead and the intraday spot
market by flexibly adjusting to new information.
It therefore occurs, as in the case of the considered typeday tra2, that the spot market opportunities
dominate the reserve market prices for the positive direction and no bids are submitted to the positive
reserve segment. Investigating the economics of the reserve market segments (see Just and Weber,
2008, 2015, for formal descriptions of the interplay between spot and reserve markets), it becomes
clear that providing positive reserve competes with spot market operations, whereas providing nega-
tive reserve can be considered a complementary element to spot market operations20, and brings only
little operational restrictions. A main finding is therefore, that the reserve bids determined with the
stochastic optimization differ fundamentally for negative and positive reserve provision.
The bids submitted for the positive reserve, if any are submitted, are placed only on high price levels.
In the however unlikely case of a high reserve price scenario, the trader profits from the accepted
bid(s). In the case the submitted bids are rejected, the following spot markets offer similar profit
opportunities. This rationale is further confirmed by the pay-as-bid remuneration, as it incentivizes
riskier reserve market bids. On the other hand, the bids submitted for the negative reserve are not
balancing potential reserve market profits with potential spot market profits. The rationale aims at
balancing the opportunities among the reserve price levels.Therefore, more diversification in bids and
patterns for different risk strategies can be observed. To illustrate this, Figure 19 in the Annex A
compares the bids submitted for the time slice 12-16h for the risk-neutral strategy and for a risk-averse
strategy. The first observation to note is that the risk aversion leads to a diversification in terms of
price levels and aims at securing revenues, whereas the risk-neutral strategy places the reserve bids
on a high price level. This can be interpreted as betting on a high price scenario. Secondly, the vol-
ume offered in the risk-averse strategy exceeds the volume offered in the risk-neutral strategy, which
corresponds to accepting more operational constraints for the spot market decisions.In Annex A.5,
we provide additional results, such as the bid curves for all considered risk strategies in time slice
12-16h (Figure 10) and the bids submitted for all time slices of the tra2 day (Figure 20). To present
results for another typeday, we also provide the bids for the negative reserve for a summer weekend
day with high residual load (sum6, see (Figures 22 and 21). On this typeday, the diversification of
bids is particularly pronounced and underlines the presented findings.
Regarding to the problem size, solver parameters and computational performance, we found the
following configuration to be suitable. In its reduced form, the problem for a single type day and
risk strategy has 720,000 restrictions (inequality/equality), 560000 variables (230000 binary), and
2,000,000 coefficients. The problem was implemented in GAMS and solved with the CLPEX solver,
applying parallel mode with 36 threads and a MIP gap of 0.01. Using a computer equipped with an
Intel Xeon Gold 6248R (3.0GHz, 24 Cores, 48 Threads) and 64 GB RAM, the solution time with cold
20This holds for the case that spot prices are higher than the variable costs. For the case that spot prices are below
the variable costs, depending on operational restrictions such as minimum fuel consumption, the revenues for providing
negative reserve must compensate for the unprofitable spot market operation of the minimum run capacity and the
offered reserve volume. However, the revenues for providing of positive reserve must only compensate for the minimum
run capacity.
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λ = 0%, risk neutral α = 95%, λ = 50%

























Figure 10: Reserve market (aFRRneg) bids for the time slice 12-16h for the risk-neutral strategy and for a
risk-averse strategy (α = 95%, λ = 50%), medium weekday transition season (tra2).
start amounts to roughly three hours for a single bidding strategy. However, providing the solver with
the solution of a similar strategy (warm start), the solution time can be reduced to below 30 minutes
for a single bidding strategy. Further, for days with strictly dominant markets (i.e., the spot market
offers higher profit opportunities than the reserve markets), the solver determines within a matter of
minutes. Sensitivity runs with only five instead of ten reserve price scenarios reduced computational
more than proportionally. Considering the structure of the problem and the curse of dimensionality,
this finding is intuitive.
5.4 Discussion
The results presented for the case study and the analysis of underlying bidding rationales allows
to derive general conclusions with regard to decisions under uncertainty in the sequential electricity
market context. The first conclusion we draw is that trading more and thereby taking a position at an
earlier stage can reduce the risk significantly. Intuitively, placing reserve bids at low prices with high
acceptance probability and selling generation on the day-ahead market sacrifices profit opportunities
but secures revenues early on.
Measures to increase the expected profit and the associated risk exposure include (a) betting on high
reserve prices, (b) betting on intraday prices higher than the day-ahead prices (no/few reserve bids,
selling offers only at high price levels or even buying to go long on the day-ahead market), and (c)
betting on intraday prices lower than the day-ahead prices (no/few reserve bids, selling offers at low
price levels or even selling to go short on the day-ahead market). It can be concluded that the intraday
market offers the highest risk, but also the highest reward, and that the main task of a trader is to
balance these out by participating in all markets.
Therefore, a reasonable strategy appears to determine the operation decision based on the reserve and
the day-ahead market results, but to not sell all generation capacity and flexibility on the day-ahead.
In that way, one can profit from opportunities of higher or lower prices in the intraday market and the
portfolio risk is reasonably hedged. However, the discussion remains without one strictly dominant
strategy as this is no one-size-fits-it-all case. The faced uncertainties and the myriads of potential
decisions in the markets require a sound decision support.
At this point, we critically reflect that further efforts can improve the developed approach in the
future. On the one hand, the neglected reserve market segments as well as activation of reserve
energy could be included to the approach. On the other hand, the representation of the intraday
market as a single uniform pricing auction neglects arrival processes of prices in continuous trading
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and therefore potential re-positioning profits. Finally, trading strategies for larger portfolios with the
potential to change market prices should adequately account for the price effects of the submitted
bids in each market segment. However, for the purpose of modeling the inter-related uncertainties and
trading decisions in a complex setting as presented in this study, these simplifications are considered
necessary to remain able to identify the central implications and to keep the model mathematically
tractable.
6 Conclusions and Outlook
The developed methodology models the uncertainty related to the trading decisions of a trader on
the day-ahead towards real-time on three decision stages (balancing reserve market, day-ahead spot
market, intraday spot market) with the help of scenario trees and under conditional expectation. We
present a multi-stage stochastic optimization approach that allows to determine optimal bids for the
sequence of the reserve market, the day-ahead spot market, and the intraday spot market. Thereby,
we consider all market segments that might appear as opportunities to each other.
The approach provides valuable insights with regard to profit distributions under uncertainty and
allows for an extension of the target function to include risk. As the characterization of uncertainty
contains much more information than a risk-neutral optimization (maximizing the expected value) can
capture, we evaluate trading strategies with different risk preferences. An efficient frontier is derived
as the set of optimal and non-dominated tuples of expected profit and risk exposure of the consid-
ered trading strategies. We discuss trading implications for the individual market segments, but most
importantly for their interplay. Amongst others, the results lead to the conclusion that risk-hedging
trading strategies prefer securing revenues on earlier stages and thereby being independent of the
more volatile prices on the intraday stage. Risk can be effectively reduced by placing reserve bids on
lower price levels and selling generation mostly on the day-ahead spot market. However, in that way
potentially higher revenues in the reserve market and on the intraday stage are disregarded as they
inevitably increase the risk exposure of the revenues. We provide new insights to short-term market
decisions under uncertainty, that are interesting for several stakeholder groups, such as traders, policy
makers, and research.
Taking the developed approach, next steps could go in the following directions. Firstly, traders may
seek the commercial application to a real-world portfolio. This implies using portfolio-specific fore-
casting information distinct from the overall system renewable generation, and integrating fuel and
carbon prices as well as scenario trees on a daily basis instead of using typedays.
Secondly, policy makers may be interested in the individual behavior of participants in short-term
markets in extreme events, such as scarcity scenarios that push the system to the limits, or future
electricity systems based on renewable generation. Such scenarios are not covered by our data and
scope. However, coupling our approach with other electricity market models as well as insights from
recent scarcity events (e.g., in France or Texas) offer a solid basis to model these uncertainties and to
assess policy implications. Thirdly, electricity storage and sector-coupling with other energy carriers
such as hydrogen may be included in the approach, interesting for both traders and scholars. This
extension implies a temporal coupling and complicates the determination of optimal bids, particularly
if considering reserve energy activation for storages.
Finally, an extension of the presented approach towards investment appraisal based on uncertain
revenue streams from multiple markets appears to become more and more relevant. Especially consid-
ering the increasing necessity of flexibility and its optimal use for the energy system, all stakeholder
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H hours of day
I scenarios for reserve market
J scenarios for day-ahead market
K scenarios for intraday RES generation and intraday
market
LDA levels of price bids for Day-ahead (DA) market
LID levels of price bids for Intraday (ID) market
LN levels of capacity price bids for negative reserve (aFR-
Rneg)
LP levels of capacity price bids for positive reserve (aFR-
Rpos)
QH quarter hours of day
QH(H) mapping of quarter hours to respective hours
QH(TS) mapping of quarter hours to respective 4 hour time
slices
RES RES units in plant portfolio
TS 4 hour time slices of day
U controllable units in plant portfolio
Parameters
α probability level for VaR and CVaR
βm binary acceptance parameter of bids in market m ∈
{aFRRpos, aFRRneg, DA, ID}
κvar variable costs
λ risk aversion weight parameter
νmin/max minimum/maximum daily generation of controllable
unit as share of baseload operation at PU
φDA/ID day-ahead/intraday renewable generation forecast
4PU/RES maximum load change of controllable/renewable unit
within reserve activation time as share of PU/RES
4t correction factor between quarter hours and hours
BIGM sufficiently large number, e.g. 100,000
Pmin minimum load of controllable unit
pm market price of market m ∈ {aFRRpos, aFRRneg,
DA, ID}
PU/RES nominal capacity of controllable/renewable unit
prω probability of scenario ω ∈ {i,j,k}
qshort/long maximum short/long position on Day-ahead or Intra-







xsm,trade trade volume in spot market sm ∈ {DA, ID}, nega-
tive value represents buy volume
ximb imbalance volume to be covered by TSO, BIGM for-
mulation to impose zero imbalance
Positive Variables
4xm,U,+/− upward/downward (+/-) load change of controllable
unit in market m′ ∈ {aFRRpos, aFRRneg, spot}
s auxiliary variable for CV aR modeling
xm,bid bid volume on price level in market m ∈ {aFRRpos,
aFRRneg, DA, ID}
xrm,U/RES volume of rm ∈ {aFRRpos, aFRRneg} provided by
controllable/renewable unit U/RES
xdispatch,U/RES dispatch volume of controllable/renewable unit
ximb,+/− absolute value of positive/negative (+/-) imbalance
volume
xsm,dispatch,U/RES dispatch volume of controllable/renewable unit
addressed to spot market sm ∈ {DA, ID}
xsm,gen,bid sell bid volume for dispatch generation on price level
in spot market sm ∈ {DA, ID}
xsm,gen,trade sell volume of dispatch generation in spot market
sm ∈ {DA, ID}
xsm,long,bid ask bid volume on price level in spot market sm ∈
{DA, ID} to get a long position
xsm,long,trade buy volume on market sm ∈ {DA, ID} to get a long
position
xsm,short,bid sell bid volume on price level in spot market sm ∈
{DA, ID} to get a short position
xsm,short,trade sell volume on market sm ∈ {DA, ID} to get a short
position
Binary Variables
δsm,ask/sell auxiliary variable to ensure for one price level in spot
market sm ∈ {DA, ID} only either an ask or a sell
bid
δimb auxiliary variable for absolute value of imbalance
δm,U auxiliary variable for (potential) load change in com-
mitment on market m′ ∈ {aFRRpos, aFRRneg, spot}
δrm,U auxiliary variable for minimum load requirement of
controllable unit provision of rm ∈ {aFRRpos, aFR-
Rneg}
θ auxiliary variable for V aR modelling
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A.1 Highlights
• Application of multi-stage stochastic programming to trading on electricity markets.
• Consideration of expected value and (conditional) value at risk in target function.
• Trading strategies for reserve and spot markets under different risk preferences.
• Risk hedging by trading on the day-ahead, higher expected value on the intraday.
• Discussion of rationales for reserve market participation in a multi-market setting.
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A.2 Modelling of Reserve Prices
For each season and reserve direction, a separate model is estimated from empirical data. As an example, Table
3 presents the coefficients, standard error and t-value of the robust estimation for the negative product in the
transition season. The standard errors and t-values of all coefficients suggest high significance. The residuals
of the estimation εt are considered as a stochastic process, which consists of three regimes: A base regime as
well as a downward and an upward jump regime, with jump regime observations defined as observations more
than two standard deviations away from the mean. Figure 11 presents the residuals of the conducted robust
estimation for the negative product in the transition season.
Table 4 presents the residual standard errors to compare the used model configuration to less parsimonious ones.
It can be observed that the overall model fits support the literature and the hypothesis that reserve prices are not
completely explainable by the use of fundamental drivers as the residual standard errors are considerable. Yet,
the model fit does not suffer significantly from only considering five explanatory variables (seasonal average, solar
generation, residual load, lag 6, and a dummy for the distinction of weekdays and weekends). This observation
remains valid for all seasons and both directions. Therefore, the stochastic residuals are estimated based on the
parsimonious model configuration presented in Section 4.7.
Besides the distributional also the auto-regressive characteristics need to be modelled for the process to yield
sound simulation results. Therefore, an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process is estimated for the base and the jump
regimes. Further, regime switching probabilities are derived from the historical data and used in a simulation
of the stochastic residuals. Figure 12 presents the results of one simulation of the residuals.
In total, 1000 stochastic residual time series are simulated. These time series are used in the simulation of the
reserve price scenarios for the respective type days. In accordance with Russo et al. (2021), three PV generation
and coherent residual load levels are distinguished for each season and type of weekday, resulting in 18 type
days in total. The levels of the exogenous variables and the stochastic residuals for the respective type day
are fed into the additive model. Note, that the lag yt−6 enters the model as exogenous variable. To obtain
a steady process with the stochastic components respected for accordingly, therefore the last step consists in
simulating 15 days of each day type with the 1000 stochastic residual time series, respectively. Finally, the
1000 observations of the 15th day are clustered with k-means clustering (k = 10), to obtain the reserve price
scenarios used in the stochastic optimization.
Figures 13 and 14 present the empirically observed values for the transition months and the scenarios derived
from the stochastic modeling for the days with medium forecasts for PV generation and residual load. Note,
that on the one hand, with variation to low and high levels the reserve price levels become more pronounced. On
the other hand, especially days with steep ramps of wind generation are not modelled in the stochastic process
but are well contained in the empirical data. The main purpose of the scenario generation is to derive typical
days and consistent reserve price patterns. In a real-world application, one would use day-ahead forecasts for
the exogenous variables instead of seasonal averages and their variations in upward and downward direction.
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Table 3: Coefficients for robust estimation of negative reserve product in transition season. All coefficients are
significant.
Coeff. Value Std.Error t-value
cs 2.250 0.316 7.130
β1 0.469 0.085 5.550
β2 -0.066 0.020 -3.355
β3 -0.628 0.077 -8.195
β4 0.679 0.016 42.725
β5 4.508 0.478 9.436
β6 -0.428 0.146 -2.944
β7 0.076 0.037 2.056
β8 -1.169 0.117 -10.001
Table 4: Goodness-of-fit of the additive reserve price models with residual standard error of the robust estimation
as a measure for model fit for the used model, alternative 1 (carbon price as additional explanatory variable),
alternative 2 (coal price as additional explanatory variable), alternative 3 (clean dark spread as additional
explanatory variable), and alternative 4 (carbon price and coal price as additional explanatory variables). No
significant improvement of model fit by including additional explanatory variables is observed. Required data for
currency exchange rates, carbon and coal prices taken from EPEX Spot (EPEX Spot, 2021) and investing.com
(investing.com, 2021).
Season Direction Used model Alt. 1 Alt. 2 Alt. 3 Alt. 4
Winter negative 0.372 0.356 0.372 0.358 0.383
Transition negative 0.298 0.301 0.302 0.297 0.297
Summer negative 0.383 0.390 0.373 0.408 0.372
Winter positive 0.360 0.356 0.358 0.353 0.353
Transition positive 0.576 0.563 0.546 0.550 0.560


















Figure 11: Residuals of the additive model estima-
tion for the negative reserve product and transition
season. The center, the outliers in upward direction
and the outliers in downward direction are covered
by the base regime, the upward jump regime and the


















Figure 12: Residuals simulated with the stochastic
process for the negative reserve product and tran-
sition season. The modeling yields a good fit to
the distribution of the residuals in Figure 11. The
strict definition of the regimes leads to a slight under-
representation of values around two standard devia-


























































































Figure 13: Boxplots of empirical reserve prices in the transition months of 2019, distinguished by reserve product
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Figure 14: Scenarios derived from the stochastic modelling for the transition season on medium levels of PV
generation and residual load, distinguished by reserve product and type of weekday. Reserve price scenarios for
typeday tra2 correspond to the left column.
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A.3 Definition and Modelling of Risk
The VaR η is defined as the (1-α)-quantile of the contribution margin distribution, leading to the following
definition for a discrete probability distribution:
V aR(α, x) = max
{
η : P (ω|f(x, ω) < η}
}
, ∀α ∈ (0, 1) (52)
with f the distribution of contribution margins, the deterministic parameters x and the stochastic parameters
ω in probability space Ω. Including the VaR into the developed approach requires an extension of the model
described in the previous sections. However, it is mainly a modification of the target function, two additional
sets of constraints and auxiliary variables added to consider for the calculation of the VaR. The target function
is augmented by the variable η, that corresponds to the VaR. The target of optimization is now the weighted
sum of expected value and the VaR, with λ ∈ (0, 1) as parameter for risk aversion (e.g. λ = 0.2).
max (1− λ) · E(i,j,k)∈Ω(πi,j,k) + λ · η (53)
All constraints from above remain unchanged. In addition, the following two constraints are included in the
model. Parameter α represents the probability level of the VaR measure (e.g. α = 0.95), θi,j,k is a binary
variable equal to 1 if the contribution margin πi,j,k in scenario (i, j, k) is lower than η and equal to 0 otherwise.
With the means of 54 and 55, we ensure that with a probability of 1 − α percent the contribution margin is









prk · θi,j,k ≤ 1− α (54)
η − πi,j,k ≤ BIGM · θi,j,k ∀(i, j, k) ∈ Ω (55)
The CVaR is defined as the expected value of the contribution margin in the (1 − α) worst cases of the
distribution, or the expected value if the contribution margins fall below η, leading to following definition for a
discrete probability distribution:






max{η − f(x, ω), 0}
}}
(56)
with the Value-at-Risk η at α-level (α ∈ (0, 1)), the deterministic parameters x and the stochastic parameters
ω in probability space Ω. The main advantage of using the CVaR instead of the VaR, besides the coherence,
consists in the consideration of so-called fat-tails in the distribution of contribution margins.
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Figure 15: PV generation scenarios derived from the stochastic modelling for the transition season on medium















































































































Figure 16: Spot price scenarios derived from the stochastic modelling for the transition season on medium levels
of PV generation and residual load. The scenario tree is arbitrage-free and captures the daily pattern as well
as the intra-hourly patterns of the quarter-hourly intraday prices.
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Table 5: Quantitative results for efficient frontier under different risk aversion levels (λ) and different intervals
considered for the risk metric CVaR (α). The columns 4E(Π) and 4CVaR present the differences of the
strategies with risk aversion in comparison to the according risk neutral optimization.
Risk metric α λ E(Π) 4E(Π) CVaR 4CVaR
Unit [%] [%] [EUR/day] [EUR/day] [EUR/day] [EUR/day]
risk neutral 85 0 31033 - -44220 -
CVaR 85 10 29805 -1228 -16457 27763
CVaR 85 25 25658 -5375 6781 51000
CVaR 85 50 24822 -6210 8897 53116
risk neutral 85 0 31033 - -48410 -
CVaR 90 10 29130 -1903 -13701 34709
CVaR 90 25 25374 -5659 7259 55668
CVaR 90 50 24821 -6212 8611 57021
risk neutral 85 0 31033 - -51295 -
CVaR 95 10 29274 -1758 -15965 35330
CVaR 95 25 25922 -5110 4708 56003




































Figure 17: Empirical Cumulative Distributions of Contribution Margins throughout scenarios for trading strate-


































Figure 18: Empirical Cumulative Distributions of Contribution Margins in the 15 % of worst case scenarios
(CVaR range), medium weekday transition season (tra2).
λ = 0%, risk neutral
α = 95%, λ = 10% α = 95%, λ = 25% α = 95%, λ = 50%
α = 90%, λ = 10% α = 90%, λ = 25% α = 90%, λ = 50%
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Figure 19: Reserve market (aFRRneg) bid curves for slice 12-16 for different levels of CVaR range (α) and risk
aversion (λ), working day with medium residual load, transition season (tra2).
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λ = 0%, risk neutral
α = 95%, λ = 10% α = 95%, λ = 25% α = 95%, λ = 50%
α = 90%, λ = 10% α = 90%, λ = 25% α = 90%, λ = 50%

































































































Figure 20: Reserve market (aFRRneg) bids for different levels of CVaR range (α) and risk aversion (λ), working
day with medium residual load, transition season (tra2).
λ = 0%, risk neutral
α = 95%, λ = 10% α = 95%, λ = 25% α = 95%, λ = 50%
α = 90%, λ = 10% α = 90%, λ = 25% α = 90%, λ = 50%
































































































Figure 21: Reserve market (aFRRneg) bids for different levels of CVaR range (α) and risk aversion (λ), weekend
day with high residual load, summer season (sum6).
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Figure 22: Reserve market (aFRRneg) bid curves for slice 12-16 for different levels of CVaR range (α) and risk
aversion (λ), weekend day with high residual load, summer season (sum6).
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